
Smart Reels
The game is a program with three reels, five winning lines and two spins, in which the computer
simulation of the traditional engine powered reels realised. The purpose of the game is to sort out
three similar symbols on the winning lines.

Playing the game
At the beginning of the game we can set the value of the bet with the BET button. When changing
the lines, the winning lines are displayed on the game field. The value of the bet is deducted from
the CREDIT after pressing the START button, the three reels starts to rotate and within a short time
they will stop one by one. With the HOLD buttons the reels can be stopped. After the first spin the
program automatically holds the promising reels, but the player can override them. In the second
spin only the not held reels rotate. If there was a winning combination, then its value appears in the
WIN field. This prize can go to the CREDIT with the START button or with the BET button to the
doubling game.



Bets and reward multipliers
The lowest and highest limit of the selectable bet is adjustable by the operator. To see the Paytable
press the HOLD4 button or on dual screens it is displayed on the second monitor. The base of the
prize is the sum of all bet – the price of a spin. Only three similar symbol on the same line wins.
The fruit reward has equal value on every line, the Seven, Star and Bar reward value depends from
its location.

Line 3x

Cherry All lines Bet × 1

Lemon All lines Bet × 2

Orange All lines Bet × 3

Plum All lines Bet × 5

Bar

Line 1 Bet × 10

Line 2 Bet × 20

Line 3 Bet × 30

Line 4 Bet × 40

Line 5 Bet × 50

Star

Line 1 Bet × 20

Line 2 Bet × 40

Line 3 Bet × 60

Line 4 Bet × 80

Line 5 Bet × 100

Seven

Line 1 Bet × 50

Line 2 Bet × 100

Line 3 Bet × 150

Line 4 Bet × 200

Line 5 Bet × 250


